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Defying Pack Law – Eve Langlais
Dana fled her pack and their laws to live on her terms, but the price of defiance was her happiness. Could it
be that now older and wiser, she can accept the Lycan menage way of life? Or will jealousy and fear send her
running again?

Surrounded by Pleasure - Mandy Harbin
Attorney Krista Owens hopes tolose some inhibition and maybe, finally, her virginity, but she doesn’t know
the men she’ll be staying with are mountain lion shifters whose instinct to mate with any available woman
can turn deadly, or that the moment Toby Woods sees her his feral side will stop at nothing to have her.

Juneau Heat – Tressie Lockwood
Shiya’s been chatting up Birk Rider online and agrees to meet him in face-to-face in Juneau, Alaska. When
Birk suggests a threesome with her taking on him and his buddy Kotori Munro, she can’t say no to the sexy
bear shifters, even if her family of hunters wants them dead.

Lycan Lover – S. K. Yule
A party turns deadly, and Karen is stalked into the dark night. Ancient lycan, Anthony, saves her, and an
instant, undeniable chemistry ignites between them. But will the fire last after Karen sustains a bite from a
rogue, and she finds out Anthony is something she thought only existed in horror stories?

Three Fur All - Crymsyn Hart
October has escaped her kidnappers only to run into the arms of two very sexy wolves. The more Mika and
Elliot fight their growing attraction to her, the more they desire to show October a howling good time.
Together they will risk everything to save the woman they love before everything explodes around them.

Theirs to Claim - LeTeisha Newton
Zelina thought she was sworn off dating--until she woke up between a naked set of twins. Rion and Quin are
determined to prove that Zelina is their mate in any way they can. If that means keeping her in bed--under
them, over them, or between them--so be it.
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From Reader Review Shifter Seduction Boxed Set for online ebook

Kathie (katmom) says

Wowza! SIX full length books for .99!!! I was expecting short stories or novellas. Nope...full length books.
AND, while some are part of a series, they all stand alone. Although you'll probably want to search out the
authors and their series and read them all.

I had read Eve Langlais "Defying Pack Law" before, but the rest of the books, and authors, were new to me.
There's all kinds of hot going on here, including m/f/m, so this is for those 18 and over.

While I thoroughly enjoyed the first four, the last two didn't quite appeal. I do like that alpha male (or two or
three!) but the last two had guys that were more overbearing than alpha, at least to me. Not every book is
written for every reader and others may enjoy that kind of dominance.

That's the best part of this Shifter Set, there's something for everyone that enjoys the bears, the wolves, the
big cats. And for .99? Well, that's a bargain anyway you look at it!

Lisa says

I have been dipping in and out of this "Shifter"box set for a few weeks now. All short
novellas....wolves/lycan and bears couples/menage....a number of the stories are part of a series and I felt you
needed to read prior books, but the gist was there. The last novella is the first of a series and ended on a sort
of a cliffy with the next couple being introduced..... which was disappointing way to end the box set! A
couple of the authors I will pick up on for further books. It was an entertaining read for the couple of quid it
cost.

Tamara says

A great value for $.99. No story below a 3 and most were 4 or 5 star. I reviewed each book separately.

Colleen Everly says

Being that I am a huge shifter romance fan these books did not disappoint I loved them all. They all were hot
steamy with great stories that kept me right there wanting to keep on reading into the wee hours of the
morning. A couple of the books were very humorous which I like I like a good giggle while reading.



Mandy Harbin says

New Boxed Set Releases today for only $0.99!

Erika says

I enjoyed the stories. My least favorite was Ms. Hart. I am a huge fan of Ms. Lockwood and thought I would
not enjoy Juneau Heat. I was wrong. This was my first story by Ms. Newton. I wish it was longer.

Merissa (Archaeolibrarian) says

As you might have guessed this boxed set is for 18+'s! As I am 18+, I can honestly say that I have really
enjoyed reading every book - yes, that's right, BOOK, not Novella! - in this boxed set. I knew that Defying
Pack Law would be a good read simply because I haven't read any of Eve Langlais' yet that I haven't
enjoyed. But the others all came as a very pleasant and hot surprise. Trust me when I say this set is steaming!
Most of the stories are with M/F/M but some are with more. If this is not your thing then don't get this box
set.

Some of these authors that I didn't already know have impressed me with their stories so I will definitely be
keeping an eye out for their back catalogs and new releases.

http://archaeolibrarianologist.blogsp...

Laurie Hopkins says

Overall 4stars

It is hard to rank a book like this I enjoyed some authors works over other. Defying the Pack was by far my
favorite, and deserves 5 stars

Helen says

Box set

I know I have read one or two stories before, but forgot them. It was a joy to read them again. Each story was
great and a way to read some new authors. Of course with shifters, lots of steamy sex. Yes I would
recommend this set if you like and familiar with SHifter stories. If you want to learn about these types of
books this is a good place to start.



Lorraine Lesar says

For the low amount of money this book cost, it was a very good buy. Loved Eve Langlais and Mandy
Harbin's books (Mandy is a new author for me)and the other stories were good, but "one off reads for me".
At this low price, you can't go wrong!

Timeforme says

Defying Pack Law is a very enjoyable story I was disappointed in all the other stories in this box set.

Katrina says

As it often happens with a box set, this one was a mixed bag for me.Eve Langlais and Mandy Harbin stories
appealed the most,Juneau Heat by Tressie Lockwood left me brain-dead ( I know this is not high literature
and call me unreasonable, but I do like even a pretend of a cohesive story line and appealing characters in my
erotica - a book where the males "pound in to her" for 95 % of the story just does not do it for me, it suppose
to be a romance, not a blacksmith workshop) and Theirs to Claim by LeTeisha Newton was so short and
compressed that it did not have any wiggle room. The other 2 stories were OK.

Carolyn F. says

Anthology 3.9 stars - I didn't think it would be that many for some reason. 3 of the stories are definitely
worth the price.

1. Defying Pack Law by Eve Langlais. I really enjoyed this. Dana was in love with Nathan and although
pack law said each female had to have 3 mates she didn't because she couldn't change into a wolf. So Nathan,
the alpha's son, asks her to marry him and be his sole wife. They have sex which triggers her wolf to finally
emerge. After Nathan's dad literally beats him into seeing his way, he tells Dana they have to have two
others join them. Her mother was in a horrible relationship with her dad and the other mates so she doesn't
want him to do it and to run off with her. He says no, so she's off for 12 years. Now's he's found her with
some of his best friends and Dana has to figure out what's best for her. I loved John, he was my absolute
favorite although Nathan's always saying the wrong thing and screwing things up with Dana made me feel a
little sorry for him. And Kody at first seemed to be just glad to have a mate he was attracted to but later you
could see she meant more than that. Great story. I'm planning on reading the next book as soon as it goes on
sale. ***** Previously read

2. Surrounded by Pleasure by Mandy HarbinThis was part of an anthology so I didn't choose which book to
start with although for some reason book #2 was part of this. I liked it but I am really, really intrigued by
book #3 with that huge scene. If you read the book, you know what I mean :) I'm definitely going to be
reading book #3 ASAP. ****

3. Juneau Heat by Tressie Lockwood. Could not finish. I thought Shiya was a bit of an idiot. She thought she
could just wrap all these "bad" guys around her finger and do the killing. When a friend of one of the guys



said he was glad he could bring the other friend "a beast" down from the mountain and she perked up, ugh! I
was embarrassed for her and couldn't read anymore. No rating because I didn't finish it.

4. Lycan Lover by S. K. Yule. Here's pretty much the basics of this story. I love you, I love you too, hot sex.
I've never felt love like this before, me either, hot sex. Repeat. **

5. Three Fur All by Crymsyn Hart. First off, what's up with the vampire nom de plume? Secondly, it seems
like for no rhyme or reason they think this woman is the one, maybe. Even while they plan on leaving her
and then claiming and then leaving. Ugh! **

6. Theirs to Claim by LeTeisha Newton. Good story. Vampyres are pretty horrible in this book. Enjoyed it.
***1/2

Julianna says

Good compilation of stories. Also a nice intro to a couple of new authors for me. Will worth the price.

April says

I love smexy box sets, they are perfect for getting books on the cheap!! They are usually full length books
and terrific ways to find new authors. I snagged this box set because a couple of my favorites were in it, but I
ended up finding a few new authors to stalk, um follow! Gimme, gimme, gimme my shifter crack!

Defying Pack Law (Pack #1) by Eve Langlais - This is a very interesting read, Dana is a really touch chick
and I loved her spunk! There is a great deal going on story wise, far more intrigue than I expected. This book
sets up the series with a connecting bad guy plot, even though it is vague at times. I read this book some time
ago, it definitely does a nice job of making you want more. This is one of my favorite shifter authors but this
book is just ok, not really on par with her other work.

Surrounded by Pleasure (Woods Family #2) by Mandy Harbin - This is the second book in the series, but
good news, the first book is a freebie on Amazon. This is not a stand alone in my opinion you really need to
read the previous book. You will fell like something is missing if you start the series here. This is a really
sweet read, I love a heart warming romance! I definitely need to snag the rest of the series ASAP!!

Juneau Heat (Urban Heat #1) by Tressie Lockwood - Hello smexy bear shifter book!!! Oh, and it is a
menage, so double the bear lovin!!! Great story, really terrific dynamic between Shiya and her smexy bears. I
am definitely hooked on this series!! This is an uber sexy read, I am talking loads of hot and heavy action.
Ya might want to read it while in a cold shower!

Lycan Lover (Lycan #1) by S.K. Yule - Yummy smexy read with all my favorite elements Alpha guy, BBW
gal with spunk and my favorite holiday Halloween!! Definitely a winner!! I only wish it had been longer, but
that is always the way with a good book!

Three Fur All (Fur World #1) by Crymsyn Hart - I have been meaning to check this author out for awhile,



what a perfect opportunity this set was! This smexy menage does not disappoint, I am definitely going to
move Crymsyn Hart up my TBR list!! I really liked her style!

Theirs to Claim (Claimed #1) by LeTeisha Newton - Another new to me author with load of potential. I was
hooked on the steamy menage from beginning to end! A spunky gal and Alpha men is my favorite combo!


